A binary mixture subject to a large temperature gradient is studied. Solutions of the evolution equations for the time-dependent fluctuation correlations are obtained using mode-coupling theory subject to the assumption that the mixture is not close to a critical point. From these results predictions for the light-scattering spectrum at the Rayleigh and Brillouin lines are made. The temperature gradient is shown to cause a large enhancement of the scattering amplitude at the Rayleigh line, whereas the effect at the Brillouin line is found to be small.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonequilibrium phenomena in fluids have been the subject of much theoretical and experimental study. ' An aspect of these studies is the scattering of light by nonequilibrium fluids, which provides a sensitive technique to investigate nonequilibrium processes. Predictions for the light-scattering spectrum in one-component fluids in a steady-state subject to a large temperature gradient were made by Kirkpatrick et The results of the predictions for one-component fluids can be summarized as follows: At the Rayleigh line the temperature gradient is predicted to enhance the equilibrium spectrum by an additional term proportional to (V T/q ), where V T is the temperature gradient and q is the wave number of the fluid fluctuations. Small gradients leave the Rayleigh line unaffected. Experimental investigations of the Rayleigh line confirming the theoretical predictions were performed by Law et al. ' The Brillouin lines are affected by both small and large temperature gradients. For small gradients the peak amplitudes predicted to become asymmetric by factors proportional to (q VT)/q . For large gradients the effects are more complicated.
Experimental investigations of the Brillouin lines ' '" indicate agreement with the theoretical predictions but, due to complicating boundary effects, are less definitive.
In this paper we apply mode-coupling theory to study nonequilibrium effects in the light-scattering spectrum in a binary mixture. The Rayleigh and Brillouin lines for the mixture in a steady-state subject to a large, linear temperature gradient are considered. Consistency of the averaged evolution equations requires that the temperature gradient induce a concentration gradient (and vice versa).
Mode-coupling theory provides a powerful method whereby a careful study of the nonequilibrium effects in the fluid is possible, since it is possible to deter- ' we assume that the system is sufficiently close to the local equilibrium steady state that an expansion in terms of the gradients can be made, namely, g(r, t)= g p, (t)5(r -r, (t)), (3.2a) F (x'")=F (x )+F (x ) (3.9) the momentum density of each component Here I'L {x ) denotes the local equilibrium distribution function, given by and the energy density E(r, t)= g e, {t)5(r -r, (t)), (3.2b) {3. 3) ' is defined in Eq. (6.10a).
The dynamic structure factor is obtained by combining the above results with original expressions (2.1) and (2.4). The spatial integrals appearing in the equation (2.4) for S(k, co) are done by assuming that the form factors P(r) are sharply peaked functions at a point R. When this assumption is made, the structure factor at the Rayleigh line is A=(z+z+)(z+z ) .
(7.8)
The spatial, wave-vector, and z dependence of the arguments has been neglected for the sake of simplicity. Note that in the absence of the temperature gradient the above expressions reduce to the usual equilibrium expressions. "
If we set z =ice and substitute for D, b and H, '& Rayleigh line, ' which was made using the theory of fluctuating hydrodynamics.
Due to the contribution of concentration fluctuations, the effect in a mixture at the Rayleigh 1ine is substantially larger than that of a one-component fluid. In Fig. 1 A"=(5a,(q), 6ab( -q)) = (r3c/re), T6, . b,
FIG. 1. The normalized structure factor for a 0.5-molefraction mixture of benzene and carbon tetrachloride at mean temperature T=300 K. The figure gives the behavior at equilibrium,~VT~= 0 and q=2000 cm ' (squares) , and the nonequilibrium behavior for a temperature gradient~V T~= 100 K/cm and for wave vectors q=2000 cm ' (circles) and q= 3000 cm ' (triangles). The equilibrium structure factor has been normalized to unity at co=0.
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